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Lessons learned in 2020:
Letter from the CEO
1. Being a good partner is everything.

Hello Friends,

This tumultuous year will
go down in history for all
of us. A virus that changed
everything. Profound
inequality exposed.
Re-energized movements
for racial justice. Multiple
crises that have created
the opportunity to build
systems for care and repair
for people and planet.
So thank you to all our partners—you have stepped up in so
many ways, whether ensuring your community has access to
healthy traditional foods, or removing restrictions on grants
to ensure communities can build solutions fast. You will find
a few of these incredible stories in this annual report.
This year also marked the 20th anniversary of this
organization and the transformation from Tides Canada
to MakeWay. As a quiet leader in environmental and social
justice philanthropy in Canada for the last two decades, it
was time to better tell the story of this unique organization
and its network of partners with a name that truly reflects
the momentum of change it enables.
As part of our internal changes and in responding to new
external realities we have all learned a lot this year —
lessons that will help us better achieve our mission to
build partnerships and solutions that help nature and
communities thrive together.

Joanna Kerr
CEO, Makeway
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As we increase our work in partnership with communities
across the country, the more we learn that this is not easy
or fast work. As one of the largest philanthropic funders
of Indigenous-led work across the country we have a
responsibility to question traditional ways of approaching
work in the charitable sector. There is much to learn and
unlearn. And so, we listen carefully and invest time and
good intention into relationships. Our commitment to
supporting community-led work means we will not dictate
the actions and visions of our partners. When Covid-19
struck, our community partners knew what they needed to
do. They shared with us their ideas and plans for increasing
local resilience to the threats of the pandemic. This inspired
more funders to contribute more flexible and accessible
resources, and other organizations and governments to
seek guidance on how they could better respond. Through
our Covid-19 Rapid Response Funds, we have seen that
trust-based, or unrestricted, community-led philanthropy is
indeed possible.

2. The work for anti-racism means tackling
white supremacy.

Like most organizations, the worldwide protests for Black
Lives made us look deeper to see how we have contributed
to systemic racism as individuals and as MakeWay. Despite
significant advances to bring on Indigenous staff and shift
our grantmaking to Indigenous-led solutions, it is clear
we must do better to advance decolonization and racial
justice in more areas of our work. Both philanthropy and
the environmental sector are still very white, and their lack
of diversity will be at their peril. Internally, we are having the
courageous conversations and implementing a range of
plans from diversity audits to trainings. We are also exploring
how we can have more impact externally and increase
access to the charitable sector for racialized groups.

3. Take nothing for granted.

A recent British Columbia government report has sadly
confirmed widespread failure to protect remaining old
growth forests, with less than 1% of the most productive
old growth remaining. The report called for a paradigm
shift, moratoria on old growth logging, and Indigenousled strategies to steward forests. Meanwhile industry is
aggressively logging these ecologically vital forests–even in
the Great Bear Rainforest. The promise of ecosystem-based
management and the Agreements surrounding it are at
risk. Furthermore, as a decade of work on marine planning
in the Great Bear Sea approaches policy completion, the
next few years are critical in the ongoing work to ensure

a conservation-based economy. MakeWay is funding a
20-year report on ecosystem health in the Great Bear
Rainforest to help hold decision-makers accountable, and
we will continue our focus on strengthening capacity for
Indigenous-led stewardship. Old growth protection will
need to be urgently addressed before it is too late, taking
into account First Nations rights that were enshrined last
year under the BC Declaration on the Rights of Indigenous
Peoples. With those goals in sight, we are collaborating to
identify new conservation financing models that sustain
communities and protect endangered ecosystems.

4. Large scale behaviour change is possible.

While Covid-19 has taught us so many lessons, one to
highlight is that it is possible to dramatically change our
ways of being as individuals and communities in ways
that could benefit nature and climate action. We’ve seen
more community gardens. More cycling. Less flying. More
local care of one another. More respect for what is truly
“essential”. These cultural shifts are positive signposts for how
we can help nature and communities flourish. We’re looking
to these lessons to see what more philanthropy can do to shift
behaviours that will truly bring about systems change.

5. Choose courage.

After many years of attacks based on misinformation, and
even a bomb-threat, we learned that the way forward
is through courage, hope, and transparency. By getting
clearer on who we are, what we do, and why it matters,
we have been able to turn the page. We decided not to
participate in the political theatre of the Alberta Inquiry until
the rules change. We have proudly completed a multi-year
CRA audit with success! In the name of transparency, we redesigned our public grants listing to be more accessible and
detailed. When asked, our partners told us that MakeWay
is unique because we are both daring and reliable. We
are committed to living up to that description by looking
forward–not back—towards solutions to the climate crisis,
and an economy that provides well-being for nature and
communities. Let’s make way for what’s possible.
With thanks again,
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We became MakeWay

We disbursed

52%
our Donor Advised Fund
24% ofbalance
directly to communities
of our programmatic
fund balance and

Our new name encompassed that feeling of
momentum, of community-led change, of
innovative partnerships, and of daring ideas
that amplify impact.

This is significantly above the 3.5%
charitable requirement

$17 million+

in grants were distributed to over

250 organizations

from coast to coast to coast to enable
nature and communities to thrive together

We celebrated our
20-year anniversary

We made the first investments as part of our new Impact DAFs,

aligning grantmaking and impact
investing for a shared purpose.
Investments focused on

supporting clean energy projects
and Indigenous-led enterprises
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We
partnered
with over

230 foundations
50 businesses
and
55 governments, nations,
municipalities
4100+ individual/families

to tackle
pressing local
and systemic
challenges
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Programs
6
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Healthy people. Healthy planet.
Healthy economy. Our sweet spot is
where environmental issues intersect
with social and economic issues. Building
on two decades of experience, MakeWay
programs leverage our unique expertise,
tools, strategic partnerships, and deep
community connections to tackle
challenges within a geography or
around a pressing issue.

Over the past 10 years,

$29.2 million

in grants has been distributed to Indigenous-led
projects in the Pacific region, making up
59% of our funding in the region.

The Northern Manitoba Food Culture and Community
Collaborative partnered with

58 community projects
to foster healthier and stronger communities in Northern
Manitoba through improved access to healthy foods and the
development of resilient local economies.

The most ever in one year!

We supported the establishment of a hydrophone network on the north coast of
British Columbia to monitor at-risk whale populations.
Atuat Shouldice, from ᑲᖏᕿᓂᖅ
(Rankin Inlet), Nunavut worked as
a guide for cruise ships travelling
the Northwest Passage. Atuat
now plans to use his experience
to launch his own business,
taking film and photography
crews on tours to showcase the
spectacular wildlife, landscape,
and communities in the North.
In 2020, Atuat joined shared
platform project EntrepreNorth’s
second cohort of northern
entrepreneurs focused on local
tourism services.
Photo: Chickweed Arts
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Through grantmaking,
we supported

country food
harvesting
programs
in over a dozen Arctic
communities as a key part
of a movement towards

We supported and convened a
network of

25 Indigenous
guardian programs
across the territories and
Inuit Nunangat to share
knowledge and best practices.

Indigenous
food
sovereignty.
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Leslie Alooq and Vicky Kieran at local
swimming spot Sandy Lake in Rankin
Inlet, Nunavut.
Photo: Tagalik Eccles

The Akpaliapik program builds
resilience in young girls and teens in
Northern communities
An innovative new program aims to bring opportunities and
support to girls in the North. The Akpaliapik pilot program
will offer organized activities for young girls and teens that
are focused on developing well-being and identity through
connection and pride in their culture, language, and heritage. It
will offer a safe space to hang-out, learn, and grow surrounded
by people and supports that will help them thrive.
“This cultural connection is key to strengthening their
confidence and belief in themselves,” says Adriana Kusugak,
executive director at Ilitaqsiniq (Nunavut Literacy Council),
who is heading the program. “By helping girls and teens to feel
connected to and proud of who they are, where they come
from, what they can do, what their ancestors have done, we can
show them their worthiness and how they have to keep striving
and moving forward.”
With financial support from the Canadian Women’s Foundation
in partnership with MakeWay and the support of the Grey Birch
Foundation, the Akpaliapik program will serve two cohorts of 1215 participants over 10 weeks, with one cohort made up of girls
aged 9-13, and the other serving teen girls aged 13-16.
Kusugak has no doubts that the program will be well-received.
“The girls are going to be happy to have somewhere to go,
but there will be lots of hands-on activities around personal
wellness, group building, as well as reflection time – all the
things in our busy lives we don’t always necessarily take the
time to do. But, if we teach this to the girls while they’re young,
it might become part of their practice, and help them to have
a healthier life balance in the future.” Program delivery will be
supported by community elders and counsellors.
For young girls and teen girls in Rankin Inlet, there aren’t
many places that you can go to simply hang out or be a part
of activities that aren’t sports-based. There also isn’t much
support for these girls whose lives are often touched by trauma,
poverty, and violence.

“

This cultural
connection is key to
strengthening their
confidence and
belief in themselves.
By helping them to
feel connected to
and proud of who
they are, where they
come from, what they
can do, what their
ancestors have done,
we can show them
their worthiness and
how they have to keep
striving and moving
forward.”
Adriana Kusugak,
executive director at
Ilitaqsiniq

Learn more about MakeWay’s
Northern program and the
people, communities, and
organizations advancing
innovative solutions in the North.

Mentorship is a key component of the Akpaliapik program. The
plan is to have grade 12 girls acting as co-facilitators. “We know
that participants will relate more to girls that they see regularly,
and by having grade 12 girls be a part of the program it’s
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helping to have that connection and know that there is someone they can turn to for help in a rough
situation at school,” says Kelly Lindell, Kivalliq Program Manager for Ilitaqsiniq (Nunavut Literacy
Council), who will be coordinating the sessions. This also helps build the capacity and skills of those
grade 12 girls, with the hope that they might be able to develop, organize, and plan similar programs
in the future.

for the Canadian Women’s Foundation, and other organizations who are based in Southern Canada
to come up here to try and do some work,” Autut explains. “Plus, MakeWay already has a ten-year
relationship in the North, and I’ve had conversations with other organizations who absolutely love
how MakeWay operates - we are a very flexible organization in terms of applications, proposal writing,
being accessible and accommodating, and understanding.”

“Those older girls are going to be able to have that relatable moment where they can say, “Yeah,
when I was 13 this was hard for me, too,” or “this is how I got through this” or “this is who I use as a
support,” Kusugak explains. “We want to show them that these girls in grade 12 are looking at pursuing
postsecondary opportunities. They are role models within our community. They’re trying their best to
live healthy lifestyles and make good choices for themselves. And I think that the younger ones need
to know that. You know, even though you might make mistakes along the way or get derailed a little
bit, you can still bring it back.”

Dugal says that the Canadian Women’s Foundation has learned a lot about how projects operate
in the North, including why their tried and tested application process created barriers for Northern
projects. “For example, a lot of the ways that we have expected people to be able to do their grant
proposals is through an online portal. I mean, we’ve always said you can just do it on an email and
send it in. But even that means that people have to take the extra step to call us and say we need your
word document, and then they have to download it,” Dugal says, “It’s lots of steps for organizations
who are already tremendously busy and may not even believe that we would be open to that. So,
having Delma there means that she can directly connect, she hears what they need. And then she
says, “Okay, well, I’ll make that happen.”

Forging new partnerships in the
North

Leslie Alooq works on sewing an
apron for herself as part of the
Nukariit project.
Photo: Tagalik Eccles

The Canadian Women’s Foundation has
long had an interest in funding northern
projects but has historically found it
difficult to connect with projects and
organizations there. Partnering with
MakeWay helped bridge that gap. “We
have done grantmaking in the North,
but we always felt like we were not really
getting to all kinds of organizations,”
explains Anuradha Dugal, Senior Director,
Community Initiatives and Policy at the
Canadian Women’s Foundation. “We
wanted to make sure we were more
receptive to the differences in the North
and get in touch with what different
groups were doing. Working with MakeWay
enabled us to do that.”

To reach more women and girls in the North, the Canadian Women’s Foundation decided to build a
specific northern strategy and hire someone who could help execute that. “We were not getting to
the impact we wanted, which was hearing directly from organizations in the North about exactly what
they wanted. Then we partnered with MakeWay to create a position where we could have somebody
on the ground telling us what people needed,” Dugal says.
MakeWay senior associate Delma Autut, was hired to fulfil that role (funded jointly by the Foundation
and MakeWay) and acts as a bridge between projects in the North and the Canadian Women’s
Foundation. Autut brings many years of experience and existing connections with those who run
projects in the North, providing a vital link that outside organizations often struggle to make.
“A lot of the work that we do here is based on the relationships that you have with the organizations,
and how well you understand their needs. Without having someone based in the North it was hard
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Making it happen means breaking away from the traditional western and often-colonial requirements
that are often put on projects seeking funding. “We help with proposal writing and are open to
answering any questions around reviewing the proposals. We don’t have deadlines for the grants.
We don’t have this crazy long list of criteria or boxes that we have to check, and where we do have
requirements it is very flexible, making it easier for organizations with their programs,” Autut says.
In the many years that Autut has worked in the North, she has seen many organizations try to bring
in projects and fail. “They don’t understand how it works here. You need to Nunavutize it! You need
relationships with someone in the North so that you can grow, that partnership piece and connection
to the North is really big!”
Akpaliapik is one of two projects currently being funded through the Canadian Women’s Foundation/
MakeWay partnership, while more are set to follow. “This is exciting for us, and it’s just so nice to be in
a place where we finally seem to have hit the right mechanisms, to make it happen in the way we were
always hoping it would,” says Dugal.

Destined to succeed
Kusugak and Lindell are excited to get Akpaliapik up and running and are confident that it will be
successful. “I already know that as soon as we put the advertisement out for the program we’re
going to have so many more applicants than what we have room for,” says Kusugak. “Then they’re
gonna be upset when it’s done, and say, “Awww, it’s already over, when are you going to do it again?”
adds Lindell. They are hopeful that after the pilot program runs this will be something that they can
continue in Rankin Inlet, and take to other communities.
“Ideally, it would be nice to have this going throughout the year, or a drop-in basis so that we can
offer continual support to more girls,” says Lindell, “Often, youth here are left feeling “and now what?”
so being more consistent with this programming would be incredibly helpful.” With the Foundation
increasing access to funding for projects in the North, there’s a sense of optimism around what could
be achieved. “We weren’t even aware of the opportunity that the Canadian Women’s Foundation
made available to the different groups until MakeWay connected us, and it has given us a lot
of confidence to know that a funder really is interested in the North, especially in the arctic and
Nunavut, and in helping women and girls,” says Kusugak.
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Foundations, Charities, and Nonprofits

Donors

Foundations, charities, and nonprofits are important members of the MakeWay community.
Their donations help us support community-led initiatives across the country.

We sincerely thank the following partners who provided support to communityled initiatives across the country. This list represents a wide range of individuals,
governments, and organizations who contributed to programs, shared platform projects,
collaboratives, and campaigns in FY2020. These contributions are vital to helping nature
and communities thrive together.

444S Foundation

London Community Foundation

Silver Dollar Foundation

Toronto Foundation

Arrell Family Foundation

Manitoba Eco-Network

Somerset Foundation

Balsam Foundation

Maple Leaf Centre for Action on Food
Security

SPARC Social Planning and Research
Council - BC Society

Toronto Foundation - Griggs Family
Foundation

Margaret A. Cargill Philanthropies

Sprott Foundation

Mark Torrance Foundation

Staal Family Foundation - Fidelity
Charitable Gift Fund

Both ENDS
Brainerd Foundation
Canada Organic Trade Association
Canadian Health Food Association
Canadian Internet Registration
Authority

Businesses

Businesses provided generous support to innovative projects and programs. We also help
businesses increase their social impact by crafting charitable giving strategies that align
with their corporate values.

McCarthy Tetrault Foundation
McConnell Foundation
McLean Smits Family Foundation

Canadian Online Giving Foundation

McMillan Family Foundation

Canadian Parks and Recreation
Association (CPRA)

Miziwe Biik Aboriginal Employment and
Training

Canadian Women’s Foundation

MLSE Foundation

Canopy

Moez & Marissa Kassam Foundation

Central City Foundation

Mozilla Foundation

1687762 Ontario Ltd.

Guru Animation Studio Ltd.

Park Property Management Inc.

Stronach International

Charitable Impact - The All One Fund

National Geographic Society

786989 Alberta Ltd

Horizon Leadership

Patagonia Inc

Sunderland Co-operative Inc

Chisholm Thomson Family Foundation

Nature United

986871 Ontario Inc

IBM Canada

Renewal Funds Management Co. Ltd.

TD Bank Group

CJ Foundation

New Venture Fund

BTBWILD INC

J. Michael Robbins &
Associates Inc.

Rodan + Fields ULC

TELUS

Clean Economy Fund

Jewelwing Investments Inc

Roger E Taylor Professional
Corporation

The Big Carrot

Clif Bar Family Foundation

New Venture Fund - Climate Justice
Resilience Fund

KPMG LLP - Toronto

Rogers Communication Inc

The McDonald Family

Community Foundation of Greater
Peterborough

Dominion Diamond Ekati Corporation

LoyaltyOne, Co.

Roy Group Leadership Inc

Dragonfly Ventures

Lush Handmade Cosmetics Ltd.

Scotiabank

Capital Salvage Co
Coast Capital Savings Federal Credit
Union

Ecotone Software Consulting Inc.

New Roots Herbal Inc.

Strategisense Inc.

TNMI True North Management Inc.
Tricor Pacific Capital Inc.
Velia Productions Inc.

Governments

We partner with local, provincial, territorial, First Nations, and federal government agencies
to support solutions that integrate healthy communities, a healthy planet, and healthy
economies.
Bowen Island Municipality
Canada Council for the Arts
City of Toronto
City of Vancouver
City of Victoria
City of Yellowknife
District of Squamish

Government of British Columbia Ministry of Public Safety and Solicitor
General
Government of British Columbia Ministry of Tourism, Arts and Culture
Government of British Columbia Public Guardian and Trustee of British
Columbia

District of West Vancouver

Government of Canada - Agriculture
and Agri-Food Canada

Government of British Columbia - First
Nations Health Authority

Government of Canada - Canadian
Heritage

Government of British Columbia Ministry of Environment & Climate
Change Strategy - Water Protection
and Sustainability

Government of Canada - CrownIndigenous Relations and Northern
Affairs Canada

Government of British Columbia
- Ministry of Municipal Affairs and
Housing

Government of Canada - Employment
and Social Development Canada
Government of Canada - Environment
and Climate Change Canada

Individuals and Families

Community Foundation of Mississauga
- Wordham Family Fund
Community Foundation of the South
Okanagan Similkameen

Echo Foundation
Eco Canada

Government of Canada - Indigenous
Services Canada

Government of the Northwest
Territories - Department of Health and
Social Services

Edmonton Community Foundation Stollery Small Grants Fund

Government of Ontario - Ministry
of Children, Community and Social
Services
Government of Ontario - Ministry of
Labour, Training and Skills Development
Government of Ontario - Ministry of the
Environment, Conservation and Parks
Government of the Northwest Territories
- Department of Education, Culture, and
Employment

In FY 2020, we received more than 4,100 donations from individual Canadians and their
families. Our community of individual donors work with us to support hundreds of initiatives,
ranging from neighbourhood-scale social programs to national conservation efforts.

Government of the Northwest
Territories - Ministry of Environment
and Natural Resources
Sunshine Coast Regional District
Tłı̨chǫ Government Hotıì ts’eeda
Town of Gibsons

One Earth

Dalhousie Student Pharmacy Society
(DSPS)
Dow Chemical Canada

Government of the Northwest
Territories - Department of Municipal
and Community Affairs

Oak Foundation

Ottawa Community Foundation

Government of the Northwest
Territories - NWT Arts Council

Government of Manitoba - Ministry of
Indigenous & Northern Relations

NoVo Foundation

Ontario Trillium Foundation

Donner Canadian Foundation

Government of the Northwest
Territories - Department of Industry,
Tourism and Investment

North Family Foundation

CUPE

Government of Canada - Fisheries and
Oceans Canada

Government of Canada - Innovation,
Science and Economic Development
Canada

NIB Trust Fund

Ottawa Community Foundation McGregor-Sinclair Ecology and Peace
Fund
Pacific Wild Alliance
Peterborough Country Cattlemen’s
Association

Stand Environmental Society (fka
ForestEthics Advocacy Association)
Steelworkers Humanity Fund Inc
Taking IT Global Youth Association
TD Friends of the Environment
Foundation

The Antle/Mears Charitable
Foundation

Vancity Community Foundation

The Atkinson Charitable Foundation
The Atmospheric Fund

The Catherine Donnelly Foundation

W.C. Kitchen Family Foundation

The Circle Way

Walter and Duncan Gordon
Charitable Foundation

The Counselling Foundation of Canada
The Edith Lando Charitable Foundation
The George Cedric Metcalf Charitable
Foundation
The Gerald Schwartz & Heather
Reisman Foundation

Felix Y. Manalo Foundation, Inc.

Rotary Club of Lantzville Society

The McLean Foundation

Fred A. and Barbara M. Erb Family
Foundation

Rotary Club of North Scarborough
Foundation

The Peter Cundill Foundation

Gordon and Betty Moore Foundation

RSF Social Finance

Graham Boeckh Foundation

RSF Social Finance - The Arctic
Indigenous Fund

Sfaira Foundation

Learning by Giving Foundation

SGNC Charitable Trust

Smart and Caring Community Fund at

Sigrid Rausing Trust
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Wilburforce Foundation
Windrose Fund of Common Counsel
Foundation

The Marjorie and Joseph Wright
Memorial Foundation

Senft Family Foundation

West Vancouver Community
Foundation
Willow Grove Foundation

Robert Kerr Foundation

James Family Foundation

West Hill - Highland Creek Lions Club

The Harbinger Foundation

The Lawson Foundation

J.P. Bickell Foundation

Wellspring Philanthropic Fund

The Gosling Foundation

Real Estate Foundation of British
Columbia

Schwab Charitable Fund - Graham G
Sullivan Fund

Vancouver Foundation - The Pender
Fund

Vancouver Foundation - Toffee, Pippin
& Maggie Fund
The Calgary Foundation - Mauro Family
Flow Through Fund
Victoria Foundation - Sun Star Fund

Équiterre

Ivey Foundation

Vancouver Foundation

The Bradstreet Family Foundation

The Landmark Foundation

Inter Pares

United Way of Greater Toronto

University of Guelph - Arrell Food
Institute

RBC Foundation

Schwab Charitable Fund - Richard and
Susan Jacobsen Fund

United Steelworkers

United Way Southern Interior BC

Enterprise Holdings Foundation

Inspirit Foundation

Trust for Mutual Understanding

Tides Foundation - Patagonia
Environmental Grants Fund

The Kiwanis Club of Toronto Foundation

Schmidt Family Foundation

Toronto Parks and Trees Foundation

United Way of Northwest Territories

President’s Choice Children’s Charity

Greater Vancouver Community
Assistance Foundation

Toronto Foundation - Vital Toronto
Fund

TELUS Friendly Future Foundation

The John and Pat McCutcheon
Charitable Foundation

European Coalition for Corporate
Justice (ECCJ)

Toronto Foundation - Townsend
Family Foundation

Tegan and Sara Foundation

Peterborough County Federation of
Agriculture

Edmonton Community Foundation

Toronto Foundation - Patricia J.
Fleming (FBG) Fund

The Peter Gilgan Foundation
The Rotary Club of Toronto Charitable
Foundation
The Sitka Foundation
The Sprott Foundation
The Trottier Family Foundation
The University of British Columbia,
Community-University Engagement
Support (CUES) Fund
The Winnipeg Foundation
Thomas Sill Foundation Inc
Toronto Environmental Alliance
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• list includes all donors of $1,000 or more

Partnering with Patagonia to Support
Grassroots Environmental Action in British
Columbia
Patagonia founder Yvon Chouinard has a deep personal
connection to the Skeena watershed, a region in Northern British
Columbia. In the early 1990s, Chouinard fly fished in the Skeena
River, becoming close to the area, and the community. Even back
then, Chouinard offered financial support to small conservation
projects in the region. These days, the self-described activist
company is funding initiatives on a grander scale, in partnership
with MakeWay.
Patagonia has long provided funding to many projects on
MakeWay’s shared platform. But in 2016, our partnership evolved
as Patagonia stepped in to bolster the Pacific Salmon Watersheds
Fund, which was set up to help the conservation organizations in
the Skeena region protect the wild salmon ecosystem. Salmon are
the keystone species in the region, providing food for countless
wildlife as well as fertilizing the surrounding forest. The First
Nations people — the Metlakatla and Lax Kw’alaams — have
depended on Skeena salmon for countless generations.
In most regions around the world, Patagonia maintains
headquarters with its own employees to determine which
conservation projects to fund. “Canada is the one region that
we fund internationally where we don’t have employees on the
ground,” says Sarah Ebe, Environmental Grants Associate. Instead,
Patagonia works with MakeWay advisors to increase their ability to
help grassroots organizations.
MakeWay is set up in a way that makes investing in Canadian
conservation projects a smooth process for international funders.
As critical issues like climate change and conservation know no
borders, this is an agility which Patagonia cherishes.
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“

MakeWay does a
tremendous job of
networking with folks
in the region and really
embedding deep
into the community.
Through them we
have knowledge of
what’s happening on
the ground, which
is a really really
important part of
our grantmaking
philosophy.”
Sarah Ebe,
Environmental Grants
Associate, Patagonia

Learn more about MakeWay’s
partnership with Patagonia,
and how we partner with
foundationsto make their
grantmaking go further.

Researching Chinook salmon
populations in the Fraser River.
Photo: Raincoast/Michael Snyder
for Raincoast Conservation
Foundation

Patagonia’s partnership is helping
to protect sacred spawning
grounds in the Skeena Regions in
northern British Columbia.
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Grants
In 2020, MakeWay and our community
of donors enabled more than 250
organizations across Canada to effect
positive, sustainable, community-led
change. To view a list of MakeWay grants
in fiscal year 2020, please visit
makeway.org/about-us/grant-listings.
MakeWay’s grants are posted quarterly
on our website. By sharing detailed
grants information, we aim to foster
innovation and knowledge exchange
across the charitable sector, support
more effective grantmaking, and further
our commitment to transparency

Funds
Donor Advised Funds are a flexible and cost-effective way to manage charitable giving. MakeWay partners with a
diverse community of donor advised fund holders – individuals, charities, foundations, nonprofits, and businesses – who
share a passion for environmental and social change.
Programmatic funds at MakeWay are strategically managed by our staff and support community-led initiatives that
align with our mission.

Donor Advised Funds

Elements Fund

Pacific Wild Fund

Twyla Roscovich Memorial Fund

7th Generation Fund

Endswell Long-Term Fund

Perry Performing Arts Fun

Tyee Solutions Society Fund

Aguacene Fund

Équiterre Fund

dPlaneterra Fund

V. Paul Lee Family Foundation

Alberta Clean Economy Fund

Friends of Qatuwas Fund

Power of Giving Fund

Valerie Elia Fund

Alexander Graham Bell Innovation
Fund

Funding Awesome Fund

Prescription for Change
Canada Fund

Vancouver Bicycle Fund

Animal Spirit Fund
AnQi’s Little Angels
Foundation Fund
Auerbach Family Fund

Gail O’Riordan Climate and the Arts
Series Fund
Gitanyow Wilp Sustainability Fund

Rani Luthra Charitable Fund
Renewal Funds Charitable Giving
Fund
Reverence for Life Legacy Fund

Aurora Fund

Glenn Powers and Melanie Wong
Foundation Fund

Ayalik Fund

Harbinger Fund

Rideau Institute Research Fund

Bealight Fund

Hollyhock Scholarship Fund

Robert Huber Memorial Fund

Black Philanthropy Fund

Hoops 4 Hope Fund

Robin Wheeler Legacy Fund

Burton Family Fund

Illahie FundJantzi Research Fund

SHLF Endowment Fund

Central Coast
Conservation Fund

Jesse and Julie Rasch Foundation
Fund

Skeena Watershed Fund

Chaloult Wallace Fund

Joel and Dana Solomon Fund

SkeenaWild Conservation
Trust Fund

Change Capital Chauvel Fund

John Kenneth Galbraith Prize
Endowment Fund

Social Innovation Conference
SeriesSocial Venture Institute Fund

Jokabeca Foundation Fund

Sokol-Rubenstein Family Life
Insurance Gift Fund

Chosen Waters Fund
CNIS Surgical & Obstetrical Skills
Education Fund

Jon Gates Foundation Fund

Cohen Building Fund

Joy Family Giving Fund

Communications & Broadcasting
Canadian
Trust Fund

Language Documentation and
Revitalization Fund

Coyle Family Foundation Fund
CPAWS Nova Scotia Conservation
Fund
Dark Horse Fund
David J. Sokol Endowment Fund
Dene Ts’ı̨lı̨-Dene Way of
Life Fund
Division of UBC PM&R Fund
DLN Fund
Don Rubenstein Housing Fund
Dr. Bik May Wai & Dr. Chung Nin Lam
Endowment Fund
Dragonfly FundDraimin-Haddon
Endowment Fund
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FuturePLAY Fund

Lights On Fund
Lindalee Tracey Award Fund
Lunapads Global
Opportunity Fund

Richardson Family Fund

Somos El Barco Fund
Staal Family Giving Fund
Stand Now Fund
Strachan Hartley Legacy Foundation
Fund
Strategic Philanthropy
Course Fund

Vancouver Tomorrow Fund
Vern’s Community Fund
Wellbeing Fund
Wilburforce Canadian
Conservation Fund
Wild Faith Fund
YouMeWe Foundation Fund
Programmatic Funds
Arctic Marine Fund
Arctic Strategy Fund
BC Marine Focus Fund
BC Marine Planning Fund
Canadian Food Funders
CollaborativeCapacity for
Conservation Fund
Coast Conservation Capacity Fund
Community Investment Research
& Development Fund
Community-Based Marine
Conservation Fund
Covid-19 Rapid Response Fund for
Remote Communities
Emerging Northern Leadership Fund

Street Kids International Fund

Great Bear Sea Fund

Sustaining Design Fund

Great Lakes Water Fund

Mentoring Excellence BC Fund

Tegan and Sara
Foundation Fund

Indigenous Authority and
Leadership Fund

Michael and Amelia Humphries
Earthrise Legacy Fund

Terrevive Fund

Indigenous Cultural
Revitalization Fund

MacGavin Fund
McMillan-Dobell Fund

Myer Fund
Naramata Conservation Fund

the deer crossing the art
farm fund

Natural Burial Association Fund

Tlatsini Conservation Endowment
Fund

New Literacies Fund

Transformation Fund

Nonprofit Centers Fund

Twin Island Protection Fund

Indigenous Ecotourism
Opportunities Fund
Indigenous Stewardship Fund
Land-Based Wellness Fund
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This year, the Ayalik Project, a project on
the shared platform, supported a 12-day
canoe expedition in the sub-arctic region
of the Northwest Territories for 12
Nunavut youth. Here, the group is ready
for another day of paddling!

20

Team
21

MakeWay is made up of dedicated
staff located across the country. We
have offices in Toronto, Yellowknife,
Vancouver, and a brand new office
in Iqaluit. Many of our team members
also work remotely, embedded in
communities from Victoria to Ottawa
and from Winnipeg to Saguenay.

MakeWay Foundation hired
15 new team members
and MakeWay Charitable Society hired
69 new team members
resulting in a total of
275 staff at MakeWay
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Shared Platform
MakeWay’s shared platform is home
to over 60 unique projects working on
community-led solutions from coast to
coast to coast.

Not Far From the Tree
harvested over

10,000 lbs. of fruit
from trees in and around
urban Toronto, reducing food
waste and supplying fresh
fruit to community partners
like local food banks and
community kitchens.

By joining the platform, projects benefit
from the support of a mission-aligned
community, charitable expertise, and
shared resources, so they can focus on
the work closest to their hearts.

East Scarbourough Storefront celebrated
20 years of facilitating collaboration,
building community, and supporting people
to learn and create together in the Kingston
Galloway/Orton Park neighbourhood.

Climate Change Connection organized
and delivered

5 Youth Conferences to
1,460 students and 122 educators
to educate Manitobans about climate change.

Ontario Youth Indigenous Partnership
Project provided over
Binners’ Project generated a total of

$285,502 in income for binners
to improve their economic opportunities
and reduce the stigma they face as
informal recyclable collectors.The project
engaged a record 168 binners and diverted a
considerable amount of waste from landfills.

$115,000 to 23 community
initiatives
led by Indigenous youth.
The most ever distributed in one year!

EntrepreNorth completed its

second entrepreneur support
program cohort focused on Local Tourism
Services and launched their third focused on
Circumpolar Fashion.

Northern
Confluence
Initiative
created a

Our Living Waters presented a list of

podcast series

Don and Rose celebrate
completing the Lake Erie
Challenge. The event hosted
by shared platform project
Canadian Freshwater Alliance
raises awareness for the
importance of protecting Lake
Erie’s ecosystems.
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tapping into
local expertise to
make food gardening
accessible for
First Nations
communities in
British Columbia’s
Skeena region.

250 shovel-ready water
protection projects
The Existence Project
developed a writing workshop
to bring people from
marginalized communities
and the Greater Victoria
community together to discuss
issues of homelessness and
housing. The workshop was
adopted into the Greater
Victoria School District
curriculum and delivered at all
secondary schools.

for the government to invest in as part of a
stimulus package in the first 30 days of the
Covid-19 pandemic.
These 250 projects were ready to start
work immediately, creating local jobs while
also helping to advance environmental
protection.
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Taking the Nawalakw Culture Project
from Vision to Reality
K’odi Nelson grew up surrounded by the language and customs of
his ancestors. “I believe that’s where my strength comes from today,”
K’odi says, “I grew up proud of who I was, and I was nourished by my
grandparents and our culture.”
K’odi knows that many First Nations young people do not grow
up with that support, and instead are still dealing with the waves
of intergenerational trauma that have led to broken families, and
young people not having pride in who they are and where they come
from. “We need to restore pride and dignity in our children,” K’odi
says, “Restore their spirit, and help them grow up with confidence.”
K’odi believes that healing for First Nations youth begins with the
resurrection of their language, and pride in their cultural heritage.
That is what is happening right now on a secluded estuary in the heart
of Kwikwasut’inuxw Haxwa’mis Territory, in what is more commonly
known as the Great Bear Rainforest on the Southern Central Coast of
British Columbia. K’odi is spearheading the Nawalakw Culture Project,
a healing centre focused on immersing youth in their native Kwak’wala
language and the culture and traditions of their ancestors.

Read full story…

“

We truly believe
that this is going
to be the flagship
reconciliation
project that
Canada can
point to and say,
“Look what we
did. Look what
the philanthropic
sector in Canada
can do.”
Chief K’odi Nelson

Project update: Nawalakw Culture Project helps
nourish the community in more ways than one

K’odi Nelson, Nawalakw Program
Director, helps distribute hundreds
of pounds of prawns to community
members of Alert Bay. With food
supply lines compromised due to the
pandemic, communities identified
access to traditional foods as a
priority. Nawalakw hired 12 local
fishers and delivered the catch of
over 1000 pounds of prawns and 1000
pounds of halibut to 8 Indigenous
communities including Alert Bay,
Gwasyadums, Hegams, and
U’kwanalis.
Photo: Alisha Souch
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Nawalakw has broken ground on their culture camp, which will serve
as a gathering place, offering health and language programs for the
community. Construction is continuing through the winter and six local
Musgamagw Dzawada’enuxw youth are being employed as part of this
historic build.
This year, the project also faced the Covid-19 pandemic, establishing a
relief team to support local needs. Communities identified food security
and local employment as top priorities. The Nawalakw team built and
installed more than 100 garden boxes for elders in the Alert Bay area to
strengthen food security as food supply lines were compromised. The
team planted or delivered over 316 blueberry bushes, and 36 apple trees
to three remote First Nations communities. Twelve local Indigenous
fishers were hired, including two young students, and Nawalakw delivered
over 1000 pounds of prawns and 1000 pounds of halibut to eight local
Indigenous communities including the villages of Alert Bay, Gwayasdums,
Hegams and U’kwanalis. Nawalakw has now begun a coordinated
community planning process for long-term food security.
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Shared Platform Projects
Above Ground
AIDS-Free World Canada
Arctic Funders Collaborative
Ayalik Project**
BC Food Systems Network*

Northern Confluence Initiative
Northern Youth Leadership
Not Far From The Tree
Ontario Indigenous Youth Partnership
Project

BC Freshwater Initiative

Organizing for Change

BE Initiative**

Our Living Waters

Binners’ Project

OurVoices

Canadian Biotechnology Action
Network

Powered by Data

Canadian Freshwater Alliance
Centre for Connected Communities
Climate Change Connection
Coalition for Action on Toxics
Community Resilience to Extreme
Weather(CREW)
Connecting Women with
Scarborough Services
Dene Nahjo
Diasporic Genius
Digital Justice Lab
Digital NWT
East Scarborough Storefront
EcoAnalytics Research Initiative
ENRICH**

Pathways to Conservation**
Project Neutral
Qanak
Rainforest Solutions Implementation
Project
Reel Youth
Resilient Indigenous Leaders Network**
Resilient Waters
Resource Movement
Round River Conservation**
School for Social Entrepreneurs Ontario
Sea to Cedar
Share Reuse Repair Initiative

EntrepreNorth
Enviromentum*

Slave River Coalition

Farms at Work

Social Venture Partners Toronto*

FireLight*

summerlunch+

First Nations With Schools Collective

The Existence Project

Food Communities Network / Réseau
Communautés nourricières

The Reading Partnership

GBEAR -Great Bear Education and
Research

Because of Covid-19 travel restrictions to the region, case
numbers were almost zero over the summer months, and
gatherings of locals could take place safely.

Sacred Seeds Collective

Shift (fka Citizen to Investor (C2I)
Initiative)

Forum for Leadership on Water
(FLOW)

Shared platform project EntrepreNorth hosted an
On-The-Land tourism gathering in Iqaluit over the summer.

Rivers Without Borders Canada

Photo: Chickweed Arts for EntrepreNorth

Elder George Brown
of Alert Bay enjoys
fresh vegetables
from his new garden
boxes. The boxes
were grown and
tended to with help
from local youth like
Adrienne Dawson,
Karissa Glendale,
Danya Harris and
Giselle Alfred,
pictured left.

Together Project
Turtle Island Institute
Western Arctic Youth Collective**
Yotuni

Hidden Harvest Ottawa
Howe Sound/Atl’kitsem Marine
Reference Guide
IndigenEYEZ
Indigenous Food Collective
Indigenous Place Making Council*
Inner Activist
Innovative Young Indigenous Leaders
Symposium

Learn more about
the shared platform
and innovative
environmental and social
change projects.

Jane’s Walk
Just Think 1st*
Marine Plan Partnership for the North
Pacific Coast
Nawalakw Culture Project
NetPositive
Nexwagwez?an -Dasiqox Tribal Park
Initiative

Photo: Tanis Dawson
for Nawalakw
Culture Project

* Projects that were active in FY 2020
but have since closed.

The bright green shirts of Binners’ Project are a
fixture at Vancouver summer festivals.

**Projects that joined the platform after
FY2020.

Pictured: Glenn sorting recycling at the PNE.
Photo: Lani Brunn

Northern Birthwork Collective**
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Not Far From The Tree
received a $5,000 grant from
the MakeWay Rapid Response
Fund for Changemakers to
proceed with their produce
harvests in Toronto safely, in
the midst of Covid-19.

Supporting community-led initiatives
through Covid-19: MakeWay Rapid
Response Fund for Changemakers
How can we support our diverse projects and programs across
Canada through the early stages of the pandemic and help
prepare for the coming months?
This was the key question that MakeWay teams grappled with when
the first wave of Covid-19 hit communities back in March.
We knew there was an urgent need for philanthropy to step up, to
act with urgency, and to disrupt traditional ways of grantmaking by
placing trust in community.
Before March 2020, MakeWay had little experience with emergencyresponse funding. However, we did have a lot of experience
supporting community-led solutions.
As the pandemic brought many issues into sharp focus, namely the
inequity of impacts on communities across the country, we knew
that local responses and solutions needed support to continue
serving diverse community needs.
Our role was to get community leaders and organizations the
resources they needed quickly, because they know the best
solutions for their local challenges.

Find out more about
the 22 grants to
projects on our shared
platform, totaling
$126,000 in funds going
directly to communities
in need.

And so, we launched the Rapid Response Fund for
Changemakers.
The infrastructure to get funding into communities quickly was
available thanks to our shared platform model.
The MakeWay shared platform is home to over 60 social and
environmental initiatives each working on community-led solutions
to pressing environmental and social challenges. In the early days
of the pandemic, many were able to quickly adapt daily activities,
creating innovative ways to provide support to communities. Others
immediately felt the pandemic’s severe economic consequences
and were forced to close their doors and cut their programming.
From local gardening podcasts to investing in pandemic-friendly
youth leadership, clean energy recovery programs, and more, the
Rapid Response Fund has been a crucial support for purpose-led
initiatives working to help nature and communities thrive together
even in unprecedented times.
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Board of Directors

D E PA RTI N G D I RECTORS
MakeWay extends sincere thanks and gratitude to Jodi White and Ed Levy who are departing the Board.

“I have been continually inspired by MakeWay’s commitment
to innovation within the philanthropic sector. MakeWay
creates meaningful partnerships, whether with remote
communities or the federal government, with truly beneficial
impact on the environment and communities. I welcome a
new generation of board members to MakeWay. The future
looks good.”
Aerin Jacob

Andrew Heintzman, Chair

Denise Williams

Jodi White

“MakeWay has a unique way of bringing together different
voices and views to create solutions for complex challenges.
Social justice and the environment are inextricably linked,
and the people that make up this organization work to
advance those causes everyday.”
Jane Rabinowicz

Ed Levy, PhD
Liisa O’Hara

Michael Jantzi

N E W D I RECTOR

“I’m honoured and excited to join MakeWay because of the
organization’s unique approach that centres the voices,
leadership, and power that exist within communities. In
joining the Board, I look forward to the opportunity to draw
from my experiences in Canada and abroad managing
community-led food access initiatives and stewarding
capacity-building partnerships.”
Sandy Houston
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Peter MacLeod

Justin Ferby

Leslie Campbell
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Financials
34
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Financial Results
MakeWay is home to MakeWay
Foundation and MakeWay Charitable
Initiatives Society. The following
provides a summary of the combined
FY2020 financial results for MakeWay.

See our annual audited financial statements

Revenue

Expenses
Other Income
3%
$860,901

Individuals
& Families
7%
$2,372,377

Business
14%
$4,754,298

Governments
15%
$5,254,159

Total
Revenue
$34,099,525

Foundations,
Charities, and
Not-for-Profits
61%
$20,857,787

Donor
Advised Funds
20%
$7,460,127

General and
Administrative
18%
$6,536,114

Shared Platform
47%
$17,444,820
Total
Expenses
$37,047,515

Strategic
Programs
15%
$5,606,454
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20 reasons to celebrate:
MakeWay turns 20!
Wow, time flies. It has been two decades since this
organization began as a scrappy environmental
non-profit working on conservation in the Great
Bear Rainforest. Given that we can’t get together
to dance and share stories of old times, we thought
we would share 20 reasons to celebrate (because
we all need some good news these days):

1
2
3
4
38

Back in 2000, Tides Canada (now MakeWay!)
was born when a small group of caring
and daring philanthropists including Carol
Newell, asked “how can we bring more
capital to tackle pressing environmental
and social problems in Canada?”

Over the last 10 years, 59% of our funding
in the Pacific region went to Indigenous-led
initiatives, totalling over $29.2 million in
grants to further people and place, thriving
together.

We’re growing up—from a few staff in
Vancouver to a team of 60 Foundation staff
in Victoria, Metro Vancouver, Squamish,
Roberts Creek, Winnipeg, Yellowknife,
Iqaluit, the Greater Toronto Area, Saguenay,
Ottawa, and beyond, and another 215
staff on MakeWay’s shared platform in
communities from coast to coast to coast.

Recently, staff told our People & Culture
teammates that their favourite thing about
working at MakeWay is their connection to
the vision and mission of helping to support
nature and communities thriving together.

5

After the demands (oodles of paperwork,
thousands of hours) of two multi-year CRA
audits, we passed with two gold stars!

6

Five core values root us in a sense of PLACE:
Partnership, Listening, Action, Courage,
and Equity.

7
8

Four amazing Indigenous northern women
(and Steve ) lead MakeWay’s programmatic
work in the North, living with and building
trusted relationships with a diversity of
communities and organizations across the
three Canadian territories and the Inuit
regions.

Diverse forms of government across Canada
hold partnerships with MakeWay including
municipal, provincial, federal, First Nations,
Inuit, and Metis governments.

9

In 2017, an incredible woman, Toni Frisby,
passed away, leaving a generous –and
surprise – legacy gift to MakeWay in
her estate. In life, Toni was dedicated to
environmental protection in BC,and she saw
the value in bringing people together for a
common cause. We were inspired by her belief
in our work, and strive to make her proud.

10

We have pet-friendly offices: perhaps you’ve
seen our Vancouver pup, Dave, on our
Instagram? Dave is often the first MakeWay
team member to “vet” interviewees.

11

We joined the open data movement and
proudly publish our grants quarterly as part
of our commitment to transparency and
sector innovation.

12
13
14
15
16

We piloted the shared platform model in
Canada which has caught on as a cool and
effective way to increase access for amazing
changemakers to the charitable sector.

Over 150 changemaking initiatives have
joined the family on MakeWay’s shared
platform since its inception in 2000.

Our closest partners, staff, and board
said that MakeWay is both “reliable and
successful,” and “daring and imaginative.”
Both a dynamic tension and a sweet spot we
are happy to hold.

We’re the backbone home to five amazing
funding Collaboratives in the Arctic, Northern
Manitoba, and Ontario.
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We were one of the very first organizations
to move all of our investments to a
fossil-fuel-free portfolio, invested with
ESG (the latest environmental, social,
and governance criteria) since 2006.

18

Our notorious claim-to-fame is that
Alberta’s Premier Jason Kenney once called
us a “pig in lipstick” ... we don’t really get
it either.
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The partners and communities we work with
have incredible stories to tell – and they are
just getting going. Here are just a few.

20

In our 20th year, we
changed our name
from Tides Canada
to MakeWay – an
invigorating call
to action, our new
name invites us to
all to work together
and make way for
what’s possible.

Canada’s first 100% customizable impact
donor-advised fund to be invested for impact
was launched by MakeWay in 2018 to bring
charitable giving and impact investing
together in one fund for more impact.
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MakeWay is a national charity and
public foundation with a goal to
enable nature and communities to
thrive together. We do this by building
partnerships, providing solutions,
grants, and services for the charitable
sector across the country.

MakeWay Foundation (BN 868947797 RR0001) is a national charity and public foundation with a goal to
enable nature and communities to thrive together
MakeWay Charitable Society (BN 130560188 RR0001) is an operating charity that houses social change
projects ranging from neighbourhood-scale initiatives to national conservation efforts on a shared
administrative and governance platform.

makeway.org

